Ingram Library, University of West Georgia
Faculty and Staff Achievements FY 2012

PUBLICATIONS


Goodson, Carol. Review of Mentoring in Librarianship, by Carol Smallwood and Rebecca


**PAPERS READ**

Barnhart, Anne C. “It’s Not About Your Teaching; It’s About Their Learning.” Preconference facilitator with Alison Hicks, AJ Johnson, and Meagan Lacy. LVII Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials Conference. Port-of-Spain, Trinidad & Tobago. 15 June 2012.

Barnhart, Anne C, Jean Cook, Jessica Critten, Angela Pashia, Andrea Stanfield and Dean Sullivan. “Sowing the Seeds of a Successful Program: Using Unconventional Interview Techniques to Build a Strong Team.” LOEX of the West. Burbank, California. 7 June 2012.

Barnhart, Anne C. “Table For One: How Librarians Provide Individualized Services to Distance Students via Web Conferencing.” Panelist with Julie Arnold, Shelley Arvin, Sandra Hawes, Anthony Kaiser, and Heidi Steiner. Fifteenth Distance Library Services Conference. Memphis, Tennessee. 19 April 2012.

Barnhart, Anne C, Andrea Stanfield and Dean Sullivan. “Steal This Idea: How We Redesigned Our Instruction Program By Adapting Others’ Ideas.” Georgia International Conference on Information Literacy. Savannah, Georgia. 23 September 2011.
Barnhart, Anne C. and E. Lorene Flanders, with support from research conducted by Jean Cook. “LIBR 1101: Preparing Students for Success” Invited presentation, Regents Academic Committee on Libraries, University System of Georgia, Macon, Georgia, March 16, 2012.

Cook, Jean, Jessica Critten, and Angela Pashia. “Plant A Seed, Watch It Grow: using frequently requested one-shots to create a first-year curriculum.” LOEX of the West, Burbank, CA. 8 June 2012.


Cook, Jean. “An Information Literacy Course And Student Success.” Presentation to the Senior Administration, First Year Programs Staff, and Library Faculty of Oglethorpe University. 11 August 2011.


Critten, Jessica, Anne Barnhart and Angela Pashia. “Using Active Learning Exercises in Credit-Bearing Library Courses.” Credit-Bearing Library Instruction Colloquium, University of West Georgia, Carrollton, GA. 5 January 2012.


Sicignano, Charlie. “Straight Talk: Publisher/Librarian Relationships” Charleston Conference (Charleston, SC.: November 3, 2011)


EDITORSHIPS and REVIEWER APPOINTMENTS

Durham, Suzanne K. Member of the Editorial Board, *Provenance*, 2011-2013


Goodson, Carol. International Editorial Board, *Open Education: the Journal for Open and Distance Education and Educational Technology* [Greece], 2003-

Nauenburg, Miriam. Reviewer, *Southeastern Library Quarterly*

Sicignano, Charlie. Reviewer, *Southeastern Librarian Quarterly*

Sicignano, Charlie. Reviewer, *Collaborative Librarianship*

Smith, Shelley L. Peer reviewer, *Georgia Library Quarterly*, 2011-

GRANTS

Flanders, E. Lorene, Project Director; Dr. Keith Bohannon, Assistant Professor of History, Project Scholar. National Endowment for the Humanities and the American Library Association for *Let’s Talk About It: Making Sense of the American Civil War* in partnership with Ingram Library’s Penelope Melson Society, the University of West Georgia Office of Institutional Diversity, and the Antonio J. Waring Archaeological Laboratory. Program Series December, 2011-April, 2012. Amount funded: $3,000.


ADVICEMENT OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Carol Goodson, Secretary/Treasurer, Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, University of West Georgia

Nauenburg, Miriam. Faculty Secretary, Omicron Delta Kappa National Leadership Honor Society, University of West Georgia Circle.

EXHIBITIONS

Durham, Suzanne. “Civil War in Carroll County.” Object exhibit, Ingram Library, University of
West Georgia, to support the “Let’s Talk About It: Making Sense of the Civil War” book discussion series funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the American Library Association, December 2011 - March 2012.


Hendricks, Catherine; Keith Hebert; Marina Rakitova; E. Lorene Flanders; Chris Huff; Suzanne Durham; Sara Berry; Matthew Harris; and Jessica West. University of West Georgia. Replication of the State Capitol Office of Georgia House Speaker Thomas B. Murphy, and interpretive panel and digital exhibits. Ingram Library and the Center for Public History, University of West Georgia, in association with Houser Walker Architecture and Avient Museum Services, Atlanta, Georgia, 2012.


**SERVICE: Participation in Educational Activities**

Barnhart, Anne, Jean Cook, Jessica Critten, Shirley Lankford, Angela Pashia, Andrea Stanfield, and Dean Sullivan, organizers and hosts. LIBR 1101 Colloquium, University of West Georgia, 5 January 2012.

Cook, Jean. Georgia International Conference on Information Literacy, panel chair 2011.

Cook, Jean. Atlanta Area Bibliographic Instruction Group, president 2011-2012, host for Annual Conference Innovation on a Dime. 18 May 2012.

Cook, Jean. Georgia International Conference on Information Literacy, proposal reviewer 2012.


Flanders, E. Lorene. Speaker. Dedication of the Thomas B. Murphy Reading Room and State Capitol Office Replication. University of West Georgia, Carrollton, Georgia, April 19, 2012.

Flanders, E. Lorene and Catherine Hendricks. Clients for Ingram Library re-opening thematic and graphic design concepts developed by students in ART Graphic Design, Professor Joey Hannaford, 2011.


Flanders, E. Lorene, Chris Huff, and Hank Houser. BOR J-153 Library Renovation and Speaker Murphy Office Project for Columbus State University, 2011.


Nauenburg, Miriam. Participant in UWG Online/Faculty Development Center Cohort for Online Instruction and Course Development. June 2012.


Smith, Shelley. Helen Ruffin Reading Bowl. University of West Georgia. 4 Feb. 2012. Volunteer


**SERVICE: Professional Organizations**

Barnhart, Anne. Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials, chair of Research and Instruction Services Committee.


Cook, Jean. Georgia Library Association Awards Committee, member 2012.

Durham, Suzanne K. Society of Georgia Archivists Scholarship Committee, member 2012.


**ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT: Degrees and Certifications, FY12**

Aycock, Laurie. M.L.I.S. Valdosta State University

Critten, Jessica. M.L.I.S. Florida State University

Critten, Jessica. M.A., Interdisciplinary Humanities, Florida State University
Davis, Margot. M.L.I.S. Valdosta State University

Durham, Suzanne K. Recertification with Academy of Certified Archivists

Holcombe, Kathleen. M.L.I.S. Valdosta State University


**CONTINUING EDUCATION: Institutes Attended**

Barnhart, Anne C. Participant in Program Track of the Association of College & Research Libraries Institute for Information Literacy Immersion ’11. Seattle University, 24-29 July 2011.

Stanfield, Andrea G. Accepted to Program Track of the Association of College & Research Libraries Institute for Information Literacy Immersion ‘12.